The “Producer Network”

- Traditional telecommunications networks have focused exclusively on the consumer network, in which users merely *consume* information, not produce content or services.
- The E-corridors concept is focused on the vision that every consumer has the potential to become a *producer* of information services on the commodity Internet. Following are some examples of network “producers”.
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“Without high speed network access, we wouldn’t be here.”

David Salvaggio, CEO
Nueweb Interactive digital merchandising solutions
Welcome to the future of digital merchandising.

Nueweb Interactive provides clients around the world with solutions that raise the standard of merchandising on the Internet.

We are imagining tomorrow - setting a foundation for e-commerce environments that allow consumers to make comfortable, confident purchasing decisions.

To view some of the work we have done for our clients, click on the icons above or visit our samples page.

announcing our turnkey NueView solution
377 schools. 10,000 products. No inventory.

Willie Jester, CEO
BuyCollegeStuff.com
Please select a category above for Virginia Tech products...
After 21 years in business, our recently added e-business generates 10% of total sales, and it’s growing.

Keith Roberts, Owner
Vintage Cellar
Introduction

Welcome to Vintage Cellar On-line Homebrew Store. This site contains our complete catalog and additional information on recipe formulation, as well as, uses and characteristics of malt, hops, and yeast.

We are located in Blacksburg, Virginia. We specialize in homebrew supplies and ingredients. We also sell over 300 types of microbrewed and imported beer and over 1,000 varieties of domestic and imported wine.

We are committed to providing complete customer service. In addition to the Vintage Cellar staff, Kenny Leekowitz of New River Brewing Company is is more than happy to answer any brewing related questions. Follow this link to ask any brewing related question. We are happy to spend as much time as required to completely answer your questions.

We appreciate your business at Vintage Cellar. We promise to beat or match any other retail homebrew supplier’s prices. If you find any of our items for less elsewhere let us know.

Please note all prices are subject to change and final shipping weight will be higher than the estimates on the page because of rounding and packaging materials.

1340 South Main Street

Blacksburg, VA 24060

Our retail store hours are

Mon - Sat (10:00am - 7:00pm EST)
“Our videoconferencing business depends on high speed, broadband access.”
Internet Communication Software for a Connected World

nanoCom Corporation is a leading provider of desktop communication solutions for homes, businesses and educational institutions. To learn more about our company please visit the web pages listed below.

**Products**
Visit our product information site that will introduce you to the iSpQ "I speak" Intercomm, iSpQ VideoChat and iSnap webcam.

**Partner Programs**
nanoCom Corporation is actively seeking mutually beneficial partnerships with many different companies. Find out if we can help each other...

**About Us**
Find out the facts about our growing company including our mission and our background information...

**News**
Visit our online press releases with information about what is new with the company and our online communication products.

**Jobs/Internships**
If you are interested in working for nanoCom, visit and find out more information.

**Contact Us**
Rather you are looking to contact nanoCom support staff, sales, development or marketing teams, this is the best way to find the right place to send your inquiries.
70% of sales from e-business. Small-town business – international customer base.

Roger Hjulstrom, Owner
Past Pages Bookstore
Past Pages Bookshop

BUYING & SELLING

50,000 Used & Collectible Books, Magazines & Ephemera

HOURS

MON-THUR 10-8
FRI 10-11
SAT 10-8
SUN 12-5

103 NE Jackson St.
Blacksburg, Virginia 24060
(552-2665)

Search Our Books Online

pastpage@blacksburg.net
Thousands of Ethernet Connections

• In apartments that cater to the professional
• In apartments that cater to students
• Single family planned communities
• Restaurants and businesses around town
• In banks, schools, libraries …
Knollwood Apartment Homes is a community that is designed for you! Residences within this new community feature custom touches rarely seen in apartment homes. The plans offer a combination of convenience and luxury with designs that provide daily comfort. The quality, together with the location, creates a neighborhood that is highly desirable. We have only selected the best vendors for our appliances, services, and amenities.

**Features and Amenities**

- Our community is pre-wired for -
  - Multiple Phone Line Accessibility
  - Advanced TV Systems, DSS, Cable (some buildings)
  - Super High Speed VTACS Ethernet Connections

- Extremely overly large floor to ceiling windows with blinds.
- White designer kitchen cabinetry with pass through counters by DLI®.
- White six panel doors with gold tone door levers by Cal-Royal®.
- Dramatic nine foot ceilings with custom crown moldings.
- Stylish Berber textured carpets.
- Carrier® digital thermostat system.
- GE® deluxe microwave oven.
Tech Terrace

301, 303, 305, 307 Webb Street
Blacksburg, VA
Toll Free: 1 (888) 639-8690

Walk to Virginia Tech everyday when you live at Tech Terrace. These spacious 4 bedrooms offer all modern conveniences and internet connections in each bedroom. In addition, every resident enjoys the use of the pool and recreational courts at our neighboring property, Oakbridge.